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They told us that the 10x10 size was old: we didn’t 
believe it. A fresh and contemporary porcelain tiles 
project, which gives a brand new life to a traditional size. 
With the four colours of The Four Shades Concept and 
with Betonepoque patterns brought in a smaller size, this 
is a project suitable for any residential or commercial 
area, Terratinta style at its fullest. Together with Mosaics 
1,7x1,7 cm  full body stoneware, a series that introduces 
itself into an even more technical and innovative look. 

Simple, innovative, clean. Square.
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10X10cm WHITE-GREY

White-Grey
10x10cm

White-Grey Decor 
10x10cm

Betonsquare White-Grey Decor
10x10cm
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Betonsquare White-Grey Decor
10x10cm_wall

Betonsquare White-Grey 
10x10cm_floor
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10X10cm CLAY-MUD

Clay-Mud
10x10cm

Clay-Mud Decor 
10x10cm
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Betonsquare Clay-Mud 10x10cm | Betonsquare Clay-Mud Decor 10x10cm | 
Betonbrick Wall Mud glossy 7,5x30cm_wall | Betonsquare Clay-Mud10x10cm_floor
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Betonsquare Clay-Mud mosaic mix 31,6x31,6cm | Betonbrick Wall Mud 7,5x15cm matt |  
Betonepoque Clay-Mud pattersn mix 20x20cm_wall | Betontech Clay 90x90cm matt_floor
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31,6X31,6cm MOSAICS

White
mosaic

chip 1,7X1,7cm

Grey
mosaic

White-Grey
mosaic mix

Clay
mosaic

Mud
mosaic

Clay-Mud
mosaic mix
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A porcelain stoneware fullbody Mosaic of only 4 mm thickness: high technical 
performances and refined aesthetic research in the four colours of  The Four Shades Concept!
• wear resistant
• breakage resistant
• frost resistant
• suitable for both floors and walls, even high  

traffic ones

Chips combined together in 31,6x31,6 cm sheets through the application of  “glue dot”:
• practical
• easy to handle
• resistant
• suitable for wet areas
• easy to lay down, even onto curved surfaces

Betonsquare MOSAICS
advantages

Terratinta Betonsquare Mosaics guarantee high 
standards in safeguarding and respecting the 
environment. The production system and management 
choices adopted allow us to keep consumption of 
natural resources and pollution down to a minimum. 
The manufacturing of the atomized paste (base) 
and powdered enamels (colour), is done by dry 
pressing without the use of water, creating a more 
durable quality product and avoiding the production 
 of waste water discharge. The firing is done using 
a modern electric oven, powered by green energy 
produced from renewable sources (wind turbines 
and solar power), avoiding the use of fossil fuels 
and atmospheric emissions. All scrap and waste are 

collected separately and sent for recycling.

Betonsquare White-Grey mosaic mix 31,6x31,6cm
Betonbrick Wall White Diamond 7,5x15cm glossy_wall 
Betonepoque White-Grey Emma 20x20cm_floor
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Betonsquare Clay
mosaic 31,6x31,6cm

Betonsquare White-Grey
10x10cm_wall

Betonsquare Mosaic White
31,6x31,6cm_floor


